MUST EXPERIENCE
Yoga and meditation
MUST EXPLORE
The forest and tribes
of India

MUST MEET
The textile artists and
weavers of Gujarat

MUST NOT MISS
The religious traditions
of India

MUST EAT
Farm fresh, rustic food
of the Punjab

MUST SEE
The painted havelis of
the Shekhawati region
in Rajasthan
AGRA

various layers of city that coexist

understanding the intricacies of

Agra at Dawn – Bicycle Tour: This

together buried below the

Rajasthani cuisine, and later,

bicycle tour will showcase the

mundane, with a young Indian

sharing the delicious meal with

city up close and personal.

photographer.

them.

AMRITSAR

Art Tour: Come on an exciting Art

Classic Joyride: Enjoy a Vintage

Old Amritsar: A historical and

Tour accompanied by one of

car ride in the modern parts of

cultural walk through the narrow

India's young breed of avant-

Jaipur.

lanes of Old Amritsar soaking in

garde artists.

the rich Sikh history.

Spice Tour in Old Delhi with our

oﬀers an interactive and

Expert: If Indian spices have

innovative encounter with the

always intrigued you and you are

trading communities of the old

hungry to know more, this walk is

city.

DELHI
Chandni Chowk by Night: A walk
to experience the buzzing

GLOSSARY of EXPERIENCES

bazaars of Old Delhi at night.
Kabootar Baazi – Pigeon Flying:
A fascinating insight into the old
art of pigeon ﬂying.
Street Photography: Discover the

for you!

Art & Antiquities Walk: This walk

KHAJURAHO
Mehalwar Village: Explore this

JAIPUR
Cooking Lesson at Dera

small village near Khajuraho to

Mandawa: A cooking

get an insight in to the customs

demonstration with the hosts at

and lifestyle of the people.

the Dera Mandawa hotel,

Experience the traditional

welcome, Bundeli horse dance

Entrepreneur's Entourage: This

Gharana. Enjoy an exclusive

and lunch at one of the

tour is designed to show you

concert with some artists from

houses.

the world of Dharavi – the

the Benaras Gharana. It will be

KOLKATA
Conﬂuence of Culture Walk:

industry, the people and their

an interactive session where

way of life.

one partakes and learns about

A fantastic walk that lets you

ORCHHA

experience the conﬂuence of

Day Trip to Tikamgarh: Take a

cultures in Kolkata.

day trip to Tikamgarh for a

Mullick Ghat Flower Market:

delicious home-cooked meal

Walk under the Howrah Bridge

in a private residence and later

to explore the Mullick Ghat

discover the town's forgotten

Flower Market, the oldest but

past.

also one of the most vibrant
markets of the city by the river
Ganges.

VARANASI
Weavers District: For
generations they have passed

Two-Day Textile Workshop:

on their craft from father to

A hands-on workshop, working

son, hand-weaving silk on

with textiles and learning

room-sized, foot-powered

various processes and

looms: meet the famed

techniques.

weavers of Benaras!

MUMBAI

Music Experience in Varanasi:

Art Walk: Experience the art

In 2015 UNESCO recognised

scene of Mumbai with an

Varanasi as the “City of Music”

expert.

famous for its classical Benaras

Indian classical music and
instruments.

